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Expansion of the Feasible Slot/Pole Combinations
in the Fractional Slot PM Machines by Applying

Three-Slot Pitch Coils
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Abstract—In this paper, existing feasible slot/pole combinations5
of the fractional slot permanent magnet (FSPM) machines are ex-6
tended. In comparison with the existing slot/pole combinations, the7
proposed ones could result in a higher winding factor, lower torque8
ripple, and lower cogging torque. This diversity in the number of9
the slot/pole combinations brings the designers more alternative10
solutions. To reach such slot/pole combinations three-slot pitch11
coils are applied. The existing slot/pole combinations are limited12
to the designs with an integer number of slots per phase in one13
periodicity of the FSPM machine. In the presented work, FSPM14
machines with fractional numbers of the slots per phase in one pe-15
riodicity of the machines are introduced. However, the phase back16
electromotive force signals are balanced. Moreover, to achieve a17
slot/pole combination with small unbalance magnetic force (UMF)18
and low THD value of the armature MMF, the multilayer winding19
technique is applied. In addition, a simple technique is presented20
to find an arrangement of the multilayer winding with very small21
UMF. Extensive finite element simulations are used to compare the22
FSPM machines with the proposed slot/pole combinations with the23
traditional FSPM machines.24

Index Terms—Fractional slot, harmonic content, multi-layer25
winding, permanent magnet machine, torque ripple, unbalanced26
magnetic force.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

INTEREST in applying Fractional Slot Permanent Magnet29

(FSPM) machines is increasing day by day. They are used in30

many applications due to their simple winding, high-efficiency31

and low cogging torque [1]. The main drawback of the FSPM32

machines is the harmonic content of the armature Magneto-33

Motive Force (MMF) which results in undesired effects such34

as the eddy current PM loss and the torque pulsation [2]. In35

addition, depends on the slot/pole combination of the FSPM36

machines, Unbalance Magnetic Force (UMF) could result. The37

produced torque ripple and UMF cause vibration and noise [3].38

The torque ripple is due to the machine cogging torque and39

the interaction of the PMs with harmonic components of the40
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armature reaction field. The influence of the number of the 41

slot/pole on the cogging torque of the PM machine is inves- 42

tigated in [4] by introducing a goodness factor. It is shown 43

that having a low value of least common multiple between the 44

number of poles and slots will result in a very low cogging 45

torque [5]. However, all slot/pole combinations are not recog- 46

nized as feasible combinations in the FSPM machines. In the 47

feasible slot/pole combinations, there is an integer number of 48

slots per phase in one periodicity of the machine [6]. In the other 49

words, the slot/pole combination of the FSPM machine is se- 50

lected such that simultaneously having very small torque ripple 51

and providing feasible winding configuration. So the previously 52

presented literature for the FSPM machines mainly focused on 53

the machines with specific slot/pole combinations and try to 54

reduce the torque ripple component due to the harmonic con- 55

tent of the armature reaction field [7]–[13]. In these papers, 56

variant techniques are proposed to reduce the harmonic con- 57

tent of the armature MMF in the FSPM machines. Applying 58

Magnetic Flux Barrier (MFB) in the stator yoke [7], and using 59

ingenious schemes for the armature winding are the main so- 60

lutions for reducing the harmonic content of armature MMF in 61

FSPM machines. Applying MFB in the stator is not a straight- 62

forward solution. On the other hand, applying a proper winding 63

scheme is an appropriate and low-cost solution to improve the 64

performance of the FSPM machines. Multilayer windings [8], 65

[9], two-set of armature windings [10], [11], and winding with 66

different turn number per coil [12] are well-known examples of 67

the ingenious winding schemes in the FSPM machines. 68

The slot/pole combination of the FSPM is extended by in- 69

troducing two-slot pitch windings [2]–[13]. In this method, the 70

number of the poles is kept constant while the number of the 71

slots is doubled for the FSPM machines with Ns = 2p ± 1 [2] 72

and Ns = 2p ± 2 [13], where Ns and p are the number of slots 73

and pole pairs, respectively. However, the proposed slot/pole 74

combinations in [13] are used only for reducing the harmonic 75

content of the armature reaction field and the machine UMF. 76

Studying the impact of the slot/pole combination on the ma- 77

chine cogging torque and the torque ripple is not considered in 78

[2], [7]– [13]. 79

The previously proposed winding topologies are limited to 80

the machines with an integral number of slots per phase in 81

one periodicity of the machine. In the other words, to have 82

a balanced condition the assigned slots to different phases in 83
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one periodicity of the machine must be equal together. There-84

fore, some slot/pole combinations are not accepted as feasible85

configurations in FSPM machines, e.g., there are no machines86

with 33/12 or 39/12 slot/pole combination. The feasibly rec-87

ognized slot/pole combinations for 12-pole machine, i.e., 9/1288

and 18/12 slot/pole combinations, result in a low winding factor89

(kw = 0.866) [13].90

In this paper, feasible slot/pole combinations are extended91

to include the schemes with fractional slots per phase in one92

periodicity of the machine. The approach is applied to the 12-93

pole FSPM machine as a case study. It is shown that one of94

the proposed slot/pole combinations result in a lower cogging95

torque, lower torque ripple and better THD of the armature96

MMF. However, the proposed slot/pole combination causes very97

small UMF. Therefore, the winding layout is optimized to reach98

the minimum possible value of the UMF. For this purpose, the99

multilayer winding solution is applied and a simple technique100

is used to find an arrangement of the multi-layer winding with101

the minimum possible value of UMF without carrying out FEA.102

In addition, adopting multilayer windings, the sub-harmonics of103

the armature MMF is decreased and its THD is improved more.104

Extensive finite element simulations are used to compare the105

FSPM machines with the proposed slot/pole combinations with106

the traditional FSPM machines.107

II. SLOT/POLE COMBINATIONS OF FSPM MACHINES108

A. A Brief Review of the Existing Slot/Pole Combinations109

Feasible slot/pole combinations are reported in [6]–[13]. A110

feasible winding is such a winding that provides a balanced111

3-phase back-emf. Proposed slot/pole combinations for the112

FSPM machines include q = 0.25, q = 0.5, Ns = 2p ± 1 and113

Ns = 2p ± 2, where, q is the number of slots per pole per114

phase. In addition, adopting two-slot pitch coils, combinations115

of Ns = 2(2p ± 1) and Ns = 2(2p ± 2) are introduced as pos-116

sible designs [13].117

It is known that in the FSPM machines with the periodicity118

greater than 1, the cogging torque is high. Although in the ma-119

chines with one periodicity, the cogging torque is very small,120

but there is a significant UMF. Although the FSPM machines121

with q = 0.5 have no UMF, their winding factor is low and122

the cogging torque is high. The machines with Ns = 2(2p ± 1)123

have a great winding factor. Since the periodicity of these ma-124

chines is 1, the cogging torque is small but the machine UMF125

is not zero. In the machines with Ns = 2(2p ± 2), the machine126

periodicity is greater than 1 and consequently the machine UMF127

is zero. However, the machines cogging torque is small in these128

machines. All previously presented FSPM machines have an129

integral number of slots per phase in one periodicity of the130

machine.131

B. The Proposed Slot/Pole Combinations132

The machine periodicity is defined as the Greatest Common133

Divisor of the slot number and the pole pairs, i.e., t = GCD(Ns ,p)134

[14]. In the proposed slot/pole combinations, it is not necessary135

Fig. 1. The star-of-slot for the proposed machines with slot/pole combinations
39/12 (a) and 33/12 (b).

to have an integer number of slots per phase in one periodic- 136

ity of the FSPM machine. However, the machine periodicity 137

must be a multiplier of the number of the phases and the wind- 138

ings with the pitch coil equal or more than two slots must be 139

adopted. The slot/pole combinations such as 21/6, 21/12, 33/12, 140

39/12, 33/18, 39/18, are examples which are not recognized 141

as the possible combinations in the previous literature. Here- 142

after, the machines with 33/12 and 39/12 slot/pole combinations 143

are investigated. The periodicity of these machines is 3 and 144

their slot/phase/periodicity are respectively 13/3 and 11/3. The 145

start-of-slot diagrams of these machines are shown in Fig. 1(a) 146
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TABLE I
THE COILS CONNECTION IN THE PROPOSED MACHINES WITH

SLOT/POLE COMBINATIONS 39/12 AND 33/12

Fig. 2. The star-of-slot for the proposed machines with slot/pole combinations
39/12 (a) and 33/12 (b).

and (b). All coils of one phase have to be connected in series.147

The coils’ connection layouts are obtained by using the slot-148

of-slot theory and given in Table I. The winding connection149

of phase A in the considered machines is shown in Fig. 2. It150

should be noted that these winding layouts include three-slot151

pitch coils. Since t = 3 in the considered machines, there are152

TABLE II
THE 12-POLE FSPM MACHINES PARAMETERS AND DATA

Fig. 3. Cogging torque of the considered 12-pole FSPM machine.

three layers of phasors in the star-of-slot diagrams. For example 153

in the 39-slot and 12-pole machine, the first periodicity includes 154

the coils 1–13, the second periodicity contains the coils 14–26 155

and the last one comprises the coils 27–33. As seen in Fig. 1(a) 156

in each periodicity there is an unbalanced condition among the 157

phases. However, this unbalance condition is transposed among 158

the phases in all machine periodicities. Since the coils of one 159

phase are connected in series, a balance condition yields in 160

the proposed of machines. A complete description of using the 161

star-of-slot and the coil assigning is given in the Appendix. 162

The per-unit back-emf and winding factor of the studied ma- 163

chines are computed by (1) and (2), respectively, and given 164

in Table I. 165

e =
vc

Vbase

N∑

i=1

ejαi p (1)

kw =
1

2N

∣∣∣∣∣

N∑

i=1

(
ejp(αi − γ c i

2 ) − ejp(αi +
γ c i

2 )
)∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

where, N is the number of the coils per phase, αi and γci are 166

the angle of the magnetic axis and the pitch angle of the ith coil 167

of phase x, respectively, vc is the back-emf of the first coil of 168

phase x, and Vbase is the base voltage. Since the distribution of 169

the coils in the phases is not completely symmetrical as exists 170

in the integral-slot and traditional fractional slot machine, there 171

is a negligible imbalance condition in the machine back-emf 172

in Table I. 173
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Fig. 4. The machines back-emf waveform (a) and spectrum (b) and the
synchronized electromagnetic torque for the 12-pole FSPM machines with
nominal electrical loading, at the rotor speed of 900 rpm.

Fig. 5. The produced UMF of the 12-pole FSPM machines for the reported
electrical loading with synchronous currents.

III. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MACHINES174

In this section, the performance of the proposed 12-pole175

FSPM machines is compared with the existing FSPM machines176

with a similar number of poles. The winding schemes with one-,177

two- and three-slot pitch coils are considered. FSPM machines178

Fig. 6. Harmonic spectrum of the normalized magnetomotive force in the
considered 12-pole FSPM machines.

Fig. 7. The star-of-slot for second set of three-phase winding in the 4-layer
FSPM machine with slot/pole combinations 39/12 (a) and 33/12 (b).
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Fig. 8. The 4-laye candidate winding schemes for 12-pole 39-slot FSPM machine.

with 33- and 39-slots and 12-pole are the proposed three-slot179

pitch coils which are not recognized as the feasible winding180

schemes. They are compared with the existing 12-pole FSPM181

machines; i.e., machines with 9, 18 and 27 numbers of slots. The182

coil pitch of these machines is one-, two- and three-slot, respec-183

tively. In this study, some variables such as the harmonic con-184

tent of the machine back-emf, electromagnetic torque, cogging185

torque and the machine UMF are investigated. These variables186

are obtained using extensive FEA. To have a correct comparison187

the main design parameters of the considered machines such as188

the stack length, the stator bore, the air gap length, the rotor189

geometry, the slot opening, type of the PMs and the electri-190

cal loading of the machines are considered same as together.191

The machine parameters and specifications are reported in192

Table II. Definitely the rotor structure affects the performance193

of the machines. However the topic of this study is the influence194

of the stator winding and the slots, so the rotor structures in all195

machines are same.196

Cogging torque of the considered machines is illustrated in197

Fig. 3. Although all of the considered FSPM machines have198

the same periodicity, GCD(Ns, p) = 3, the cogging torque of199

the FSPM machine with 39 slots is considerably lower than the200

other machines.201

The waveform and spectrum of the machines back-emf at the202

rotor speed of 900 rpm are given in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively.203

In the other test, the machines are excited with the synchronized 204

nominal electrical loading (see Table II) and the electromagnetic 205

torque is computed by FEA and shown in Fig. 4(c). Very low 206

torque ripple and good average torque in the 39-slot FSPM 207

machine is observable. 208

The resultant UMF of the 12-pole FSPM machines at 900 209

rpm rotor speed for the reported electrical loading in Table II 210

with AC synchronous currents is shown in Fig. 5. Although the 211

GCD of the machines with 39 and 33 slots is greater than one, 212

against the existing machines there is non-zero UMF. However, 213

the UMF value is very low. The normalized MMF spectrum of 214

the considered 12-pole machines is shown in Fig. 6. As seen 215

in Fig. 5 the MMF of the proposed machines (Ns = 33 and 39) 216

includes some content of sub-harmonics. To minimize the UMF 217

of the FSPM machine with 39-number of slots, 4-layer winding 218

is adopted. Applying a 4-layer winding scheme is discussed 219

hereafter. 220

IV. WINDING OPTIMIZATION 221

From Figs. 3–6, it is obvious that the proposed two-layer 222

39-slot FSPM machine with three-slot pitch coils is the best 223

12-pole machine. The small amount of UMF in the 39-slot/12- 224

pole machine is the result of having diametrical asymmetry in 225

the distribution of the phases’ coils. To reduce the produced 226
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TABLE III
SYMMETRY INDEX AND WINDING FACTOR OF DIFFERENT 4-LAYER

WINDINGS FOR FSPM MACHINE 39 SLOTS AND 12 POLES

UMF in the 39-slot/12-pole machine, 4-layer winding scheme227

(two sets of two-layer three-phase windings) is applied. How-228

ever, different 4-layer winding schemes are possible to apply.229

In these schemes, up to two-spoke shifts (α = 2π/13 and230

α = 2π/26 mech. deg) are considered between the first and231

second sets three-phase windings. More shift angles are not232

considered because the winding factor decreases very much.233

In addition, there are three possible sequences for the phases’234

coils in three periodicities of the machine as shown in Fig. 1(a)235

and Fig. 7(a) and (b). Therefore, there are nine different 4-layer236

winding candidates as shown in Fig. 1(a), Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. To237

provide a winding scheme with the lowest UMF a mechanical238

symmetry index is defined as (3). In fact, the symmetry index239

shows the symmetry in the mechanical distribution of one phase240

coils. The computed symmetry indexes for these nine 4-layer241

possible windings as well as their winding factors are reported242

in Table III.243

S =

∣∣∣∣∣

N∑

i=1

ejαi

∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

244

From the reported results in Table III, it is expected that245

applying the winding with three-slot shift (α = 2π/12) and start-246

of-spoke of Fig. 7(b) (Type C) as the second set of three-phase247

winding is the best scheme and will result in the lowest UMF.248

The machine back-emf waveform and its spectrum, and the249

synchronized electromagnetic torque of this four-layer winding250

machine with 39 slots at the rotor speed of 900 rpm are illustrated251

in Fig. 9(a)–(c), respectively.252

The UMF of the 4- and 2- layer winding machines at 900253

rpm rotor speed for the reported electrical loading in Table II254

with AC synchronous currents is shown in Fig. 10. The nor-255

malized MMF spectrum of 4- and 2- layer winding machines256

with 12 poles and 39 slots are shown and compared together257

in Fig. 11.258

Although there is a negligible reduction in the back-emf259

and electromagnetic torque of the 4-layer winding machine260

(Fig. 9(b) and (c)), the machine UMF and MMF sub-harmonics261

of the 4-layer winding machine are also decreased.262

Finally, the THD of the stator MMF, winding factor, average263

torque and the torque ripple of the existing and the proposed264

12-pole FSPM machines are computed by FEA and reported in265

Fig. 9. The back-emf waveform (a), spectrum (b), and synchronized elec-
tromagnetic torque (c) for the 2- and 4-layer winding FSPM machines with
39-slot/12-pole machine at 900 rpm.

Fig. 10. UMF of the 2- and 4-layer winding FSPM machines with for the
reported electrical loading with synchronous currents.

Table IV. It is obvious that there is a significant improvement 266

in the winding factor, THD and the torque ripple of the 12-pole 267

FSPM machine by using the proposed winding scheme, i.e., 268

applying 39 slots with three-slot pitch coils. 269
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Fig. 11. Harmonic spectrum of the magnetomotive force in the 12-pole 39-slot
FSPM machines.

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF THE 12-POLE FSPM MACHINES WITH EXISTING

AND PROPOSED SLOT/POLE COMBINATIONS

V. CONCLUSION270

In this paper, the existing slot/pole combinations for FSPM271

machines are extended. The only requirement of the new pro-272

posed slot/pole combinations is that the machine periodicity273

is as a multiplier of the machine phases. In these slot/pole274

combinations, there is a fractional number of slots per phase275

in one periodicity of the machine. Two FSPM machines with276

33/12 and 39/12 slot/pole combinations with three-slot pitch277

coils are studied as examples. They are compared with the278

existing one-, two and three-slot pitch windings. In addition,279

to reduce the MMF sub-harmonics and the machine UMF280

4-layer windings are applied. To find the best 4-layer wind-281

ing scheme without carrying out FEA, a symmetry index is282

defined and used to find the winding scheme with minimum283

UMF. Applying FEA, it is shown that the proposed winding284

scheme results in a higher winding factor, lower THD in the sta-285

tor MMF and back-emf, and lower cogging torque and torque286

ripple.287

APPENDIX288

To assign the stator coils to the phases and find the right con-289

nection for the coils the machine star-of-slot is used. Hereafter,290

the used approach is described for the 33-slot 12-pole machine.291

The periodicity of this machine is 3 and there are three layers292

of the phasors in the star-of-slot diagram in Fig. 1(b). Each peri-293

odicity includes 11 coils. The first periodicity includes the coils294

1–11, the second periodicity contains the coils 12–22 and the 295

last one comprises the coils 23–33. Therefore, the number of the 296

coils per phase in one periodicity is not an integer number. In 297

other words, in each periodicity, one phase must compromise 3 298

coils while each of the other phases includes 4 coils (3 + 4 + 4 = 299

11). Applying the well-known two 60-degree Opposite Sectors 300

(60OSs) [14] on the first periodicity of the machine, four coils 301

are assigned to the phases A and C (two coils with positive and 302

two other coil with negative connection), and 3 coils (two coils 303

with positive and one coil with negative connection) are given 304

to the phase B. To provide a balanced condition, in the second 305

periodicity of the machine the 60OSs are shifted such that 3 306

coils are assigned to another phase (phase C) and the phase A 307

and B include 4 coils. Finally, in the last machine periodicity, 308

again the 60OSs are shifted such that 3 coils are assigned to the 309

remained phase (phase A) and the phase B and C include 4 coils. 310

In other words, the 60OSs are selected in each periodicity such 311

that the unbalanced condition is transposed among the phases 312

in all machine periodicities. 313

As described in the paper, to provide a balance condition 314

there are some possible shifts for 60OSs. However, the amount 315

of the shifts must be as small as possible to avoid the significant 316

reduction in the machine winding factor. 317
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